PROJECT BOOSTER

XLink in orbit

together with
TU Berlin, we are launching XLink into space

Secure 30% off your first XLink project until the end of this year – only a 1,000,- € deposit* is required.

Your project* could include:
- engineering model
- flight model
- antenna
- engineering hours

*The Project Booster discount of 30% on the catalogue price (valid at the time of commissioning) applies to all IQ wireless GmbH products and services associated with the defined XLink project. Prerequisites for granting the Project Booster discount are: deposit of 1,000 € needs to be paid by 31.12.2019, project order placement no later than 31.12.2020. Upon request, at any time and also when no project order was placed, the deposit will be refunded in full. In those cases, there is no entitlement to a discount.

**Exemplary scope of project. Free initial project specifications of up to 3 engineering hours are included for your inquiry.